Bohle Sliding Door Solutions

New standards in
technology, design
and comfort
Bohle offers a wide selection of solutions for both residential and
commercial all-glass door applications which seamlessly adapt to the
most diverse design styles.
Sliding doors which are top hung or mounted to either the wall or
ceiling, or recessed are possible within the Bohle product portfolio
of sliding hardware.
Both a classic clear anodized and modern matte black anodized finish
are available.
Doors weighing up to 330lbs are effortlessly operated with the
European manufactured rollers systems which is clamped to the glass
without requiring glass cut-outs. The innovative damping mechanisms
supplied standard with every system are an impressive feature that
shows off the both the safety function and practical form.
Explore the range of the Bohle sliding glass door systems, and
understand why Bohle’s quality is world renowned.
AREAS OF APPLICATION
• Sliding door system for weights of up to 330 lbs
• Wall, ceiling and recessed applications
• Installation with and without fixed sidelight
• Double doors opening simultaneously

Wall Mount / Barn Door∙ Bohle MasterTrack FT

When sliding
feels like floating
The Bohle MasterTrack sliding door virtually floats in use. Traditional
sliding doors require effort to open and close and are typically noisy
to operate, but this is not the case with MasterTrack. Thanks to the
innovative bearing technology found in the roller hardware, glass doors
weighing up to 330lbs can be effortless moved with a single finger. The
system’s particularly smooth and silent running conveys the impression
of the door floating while in operation.
TECHNICAL DETAILS:
• Glass thickness:		

Tempered 5/16” - 1/2” (8-12.7mm)

• Maximum Door Height:		

108”

• Maximum Door Weight:

330 lbs

Glass Wall Mount / Barn Door ∙ Bohle MasterTrack FT

Safety first
in every system
Designed and manufactured in Europe, every glass sliding system
from Bohle conforms to the highest level of safety and security for
residential and commercial applications. Designed for use with
strengthened ⅜” and ½” tempered glass, the safety features built into
the system provide peace of mind for every day use.
Soft-Close dampeners control the closing function in each direction,
preventing the door from being slammed and causing injury. The
Anti-Jump devices found in the roller hardware keeps the door
functioning without the risk of derailment.

Ceiling Mount / Exposed ∙ Bohle MasterTrack FT

Why choose a
sliding glass door?
When working with openings, glass sliding doors provide endless design
opportunities. The function of a sliding door helps save valuable floor
space compared to traditional swing or pivot doors, especially for larger
openings. This space-saving benefit combined with the translucent
beauty of glass allows designers and architects to incorporate maximum
light into a space whilst preserving need for containment.
Glass walls used in combination with sliding glass doors allow for
flexibility of closing off larger spaces in a modern and uniformed
way. Office interiors with this type of application allow daylight to
travel further into spaces and give the work place the benefit of both
transparency and privacy. Sandblasted, digital printed and low-iron clear
glass types can give individuality to every opening.

Ceiling Mount with Sidelite / Exposed ∙ Bohle MasterTrack FT

The function and form
of glass and metal
Bohle’s range of glass sliding systems give the designer the opportunity
to work with the complimentary relationship of glass and metal.
The beauty of glass is highlighted by the contrasting finishes of the
aluminum extrusion housing the roller hardware, allowing the complete
system to be part of the design of the entire opening. Matte black,
clear anodized finishes are available as standard in this design range,
with matching pull handles.
Recessed mounted sliding door applications can also be incorporated
into the planning of the opening allowing the designer to show off the
glass only. The sliding hardware is discreetly mounted into the ceiling
with a soffit profile being the only visible metal element in the design.

Recessed in Ceiling / Header ∙ EKU Porta 100 GW / GWF

Technical Data
MasterTrack FT Wall Mount

MasterTrack FT Ceiling Mount

2" [50.8mm]

2" [50.8mm]

21 2" [63.5mm]
21 2" [63.5mm]

13 16" [30.6mm]

13 16" [30.6mm]
1" [25.4mm]

MasterTrack FT Ceiling Mount with Fixed Sidelight

1" [25.4mm]

EKU Porta 100 GW Ceiling Mount Exposed
2 11/16"
1 1/16"

2 1/4"

EKU Porta 100 GW Ceiling Mount Recessed

EKU Porta 100 GWF Ceiling Mount Exposed

3 3/8"

2 1/4"

EKU Porta 100 GWF Ceiling Mount Recessed
3 3/8"

EKU Porta 100 GWF Ceiling Mount Fixed Panel
3 3/8"

2 1/4"

2 1/4"

Quality Assurance
Quality and reliability are synonymous with Bohle’s range of
MasterTrack sliding door systems. Conforming to the highest European
ISO 9002 standards, every sliding system is manufactured according
using quality components sourced and designed to last.
Each sliding system has been thoroughly cycle tested up to 100,000
openings and comes with a 2-year warranty allowing piece of mind.
Distributed in the USA by Bohle America, the subsidiary of Bohle AG.
(Germany) and supplied and installed through appointed dealers only.

Ceiling Mount with Sidelite / Exposed ∙ Bohle MasterTrack FT
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